
BSB BREWS ON TAP 
$10 Growler Fills (includes new glass) 

 

RAILHEAD RED | 5.8% ABV, 50 IBU  
This ale is created by balancing a selection of crystal and caramel malts, moderately hopped resulting in a rich, full-bodied, and satisfying brew. 

CONDUCTOR IPA | 6.1% ABV, 90 IBU  
This West Coast IPA uses centennial hops for bittering and is finished with mosaic and citra hops for a pleasant hop aroma.  Coupled with a crisp 
clean body allows the conductor to drive the flavor train. 

RED ROCK RASPBERRY | 4.4% ABV, 28 IBU  
A light ale with a reddish color and a distinctive light raspberry flavor that is not overbearing.  Wonderfully refreshing and satisfying. 

R&R OATMEAL STOUT | 6.4% ABV, 20 IBU  
A rich, dark, heavier ale made with chocolate, black and roasted barley malts and gelatinized oatmeal.  Lightly hopped, this brew is slightly sweet 
and full of body and flavor. 

MIDNIGHT BLACK IPA | 5.8% ABV, 67 IBU  
Known as India Black Ale or Dark IPA, our interpretation of the style is dark, but not quite black.  Medium-bodied and full of flavor.  An easy 
drinker. 

HOPSHOT RED IPA | 6.0% ABV, 70 IBU  
This ale is light in body with a faint aroma of sweet malt and undertones of citrus hop. A nice crisp bite that finishes semi-dry. 

BLACK ’N RAZ | 5.4% ABV, 24 IBU 
A full-bodied, chocolate richness with the mild sweetness of raspberry and hints of roasted malts.  Smooth and fun for your taste buds. 

SINCE THEN HAZY IPA | 6.8% ABV, 70 IBU 
This IPA is not your traditional West Coast IPA, but was brewed in the New England Style giving it lots of flavor and aroma from the late addition 
hops without the bitterness.  Made with Cascade, Mandarina, and Citra hops bringing lots of citrus and tropical fruit flavor and aroma.   

LAGER DEL SOL | 4.7% ABV, 13 IBU 
“Lager of the Sun” richly golden in color, slightly hoppier in flavor but with that easy drinking style reminiscent of some of your “South of the 
Border” favorites.  

DINGLE IRISH STOUT | 4.3% ABV, 23 IBU 
This dry Irish Stout is lighter in body giving it a very drinkable characteristic.  A slight bitterness is noticeable from both the roasted barley and a 
dose of English hops.   
 

25% Off Lumberyard Brewing Cans: 
Flagstaff IPA (12oz), Railhead Red (12oz) 

First Light Lager (16oz), Hazy Angel IPA (16oz) 
 


